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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the following general lacunary inter- 
polation problem: 
PROBLEM 1.1. Let 
A= {x1<x2< ... <x,+,}, (1.1) 
and suppose I= (v, ,..., vP) is a vector of integers with 0 < v1 < . . . < vP. 
Suppose {fF}$?: c:=, are given real numbers. Find a function .f defined on 
[Ix,, x,+r] such that 
D”Jf(Xi) =f3, j = l,..., p and i= l,..., n+ 1. (1.2) 
Special lacunary interpolation problems of this type have been studied 
by a number of authors over the past 25 years. The subject was of par- 
ticular interest to the Hungarian group led by Turan (see [ 1, 131). Their 
work concentrated on the use of polynomials to solve the (0, i) inter- 
polation problem, mostly with i= 2. In the 1970s and 1980s several papers 
appeared [2,8-l 1, 14-151 in which the (0,2) problem was solved using 
polynomial splines. 
Recently the first-named author has developed special piecewise 
polynomial methods for solving (0, 2), (0, 2, 3) and (0, 2, 4) problems; see 
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[3-71. The present paper is an outgrowth of this work. In particular, we 
show that the approach can be used to define constructive methods for 
solving the general lacunary interpolation problem, and that for typical 
smooth classes of functions, the methods deliver optimal-order 
approximations. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the basic 
method in the case vi = 0. Section 3 is devoted to an error analysis, while in 
Section 4 the choice of certain required quadrature formulae is discussed. 
Section 5 deals with the general problem with 0 < v1 -C . . . < vP. In Section 
6 we present examples. Finally, we conclude the paper with remarks and 
references. 
2. THE BASIC METHOD 
In this section we concentrate on the case v1 = 0. The general lacunary 
interpolation problem will be treated in Section 5. Following [3-71, we 
intend to use piecewise polynomials. In particular, let m be a positive 
integer with m > vp. Let 
x E I, := [Xl 3 $1 
&-l(X), XEln-1 := c-b1,x,) 
(2.1) 
x E z, := C-G, x,+,1, 
where 
i = l,..., n. (2.2) 
We now discuss how to select the coefficients (s:} so that s interpolates 
the data. Since s is a piecewise polynomial whose derivatives from the left 
and right at a knot xi may not agree, we cannot enforce the interpolation 
conditions directly in the form (1.2). Instead, at each interior knot xi, 
2 < i < n, we require that both polynomial pieces s;-, and si interpolate the 
data at this knot. We are led to replace (1.2) by 
0; s(xi) =fp, j = l,..., p and i = 2 ,..., n + 1, (2.3) 
0; s(xi) =fp, j = l,..., p and i = l,..., n, (2.4) 
where DL and DR denote the left and right derivatives, respectively. 
Equations (2.3 k(2.4) are equivalent to 
DzSi(Xi+l)=f?+i+> j = l,..., p, (2.5) 
D$.(xi) =f>, j = l,..., p, (2.6) 
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for i= l,..., n. For each 1~ i < n, this is a set of 2p equations to be satisfied 
by the mth order polynomial si. In order to solve these equations, we 
assume from now on that m > 2p. 
We now discuss the problem of solving Eqs. (2.5)-(2.6). To this end it is 
convenient to introduce some additional notation. Let I= {vi < ... < vP}, 
J= {VP+6 . . . < vzP } and K= { vTP+ I < . . . < v, } be such that 
A4 := (0, l,..., m-l}=IuJuK. (2.7) 
We do not assume that I< J< K (i.e., v, may be smaller than vP, for exam- 
ple 1. 
Fix 1 6 i 6 n. In view of (2.2), in order for si to satisfy (2.6) we must have 
gJ=f?, j= l,...,p. (2.8) 
We have determined (s;},, ,. 
To satisfy (2.5), we must have 
m-1 
Z”, (k - Vj) ! 
4wY/ -f?+ ,, j = l,..., p, (2.9) 
where hi = xi + , - xi. This is a system of p equations in the m -p unknowns 
bYI vsJvK. If m > 2p (i.e., Kf @), we may choose m-2p of these coef- 
ficients (say (3;) v t K) arbitrarily. We elect to compute these coefficients by 
certain quadrature formulae. In particular, for each v E K, we set 
n+l p 
s;= 1 1 cq$fB, (2.10) 
p=l y=l 
where the CL’S are prescribed real numbers. We say more about the selection 
of these quadrature rules in Section 4. 
Having chosen {s;),,,~~, it remains to find {s;}~~~. To this end we go 
back to Eq. (2.9), which can now be regarded as a system of p equations in 
p unknowns. We may write this system in the form 
Ai 1 = (2.11) 
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where Ai is the p xp matrix with entries 
(A&= (vhp+c-;),’ ifvp+c>v, 
p+c- r. 
= 0, otherwise. 
The following theorem shows that Ai is nonsingular if and only if 
vcdvp+c? c = l,..., p. (2.12) 
In addition, Ai is upper triangular provided 
V p+c-1 <v,, c = 2,..., p. (2.13) 
THEOREM 2.1. The matrix Ai is nonsingular if and only if condition (2.12) 
holds. 
Proof: Clearly Aj is the minor 
w= 
( 
Vl + l,..., VP + 1 
V p+ , + L.., v2p + 1 1 
of the matrix 
w=(Di-‘xj-‘/(j- l)!)&*, (2.14) 
evaluated at x= hi. We now show that (writing D for the determinant 
of W) 
all ldi,< ... <i,<m 
1 <ji < ... <j,<m 
(2.15) 
and all p > 0, and that moreover, strict positivity holds if and only if 
i, Gj,, v = l,..., p. (2.16) 
This result is an extension of the fact that the powers { 1, x,..., xm-‘} 
form an order-complete extended Tchebycheff (OCET) system (cf. 
Theorem 3.7 of [ 121). 
First we show that if (2.16) fails, then the minor in (2.15) is zero. Sup- 
pose i, >jy for some 1 Q v <p. Then this minor has zeros in the lower left 
rectangle in rows v,...,p and columns l,..., v. This in turn implies that the 
first v columns are linearly dependent, and hence the determinant is zero. 
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Now to establish that strict positivity holds in (2.15) under condition 
(2.16), we proceed in three steps. Since 
for all p and all 1 d i<j< m -p + 1 by the OCET property, we have 
established the result when there are no gaps in the sequences i,,..., i, and . 
JI,-.,J~. 
We now proceed by induction on the number of gaps in the sequence of 
is. Suppose 1 < i, < ... < i, 6 m has g gaps and that (2.16) holds. Let p be 












Now by a well-known matrix identity (cf. Remark 3.2 of [ 123) 
The determinant of interest is the first on the left. All other determinants 
correspond to minors of size p - 1 or to i sequences with one less gap g - 1. 
By (2.17) and the inductive hypothesis that the result holds for p - 1 and 
for p with g - 1 gaps, we get positivity for p and g gaps. 
To complete the proof, we have to allow gaps into the j sequence. This 
we do by induction on the number of gaps g in the sequence 
1 <j, < ... < jP Gm, using the same kind of argument as above. 1 
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We may summarize the discussion in this section in the following 
algorithm to compute a spline (2.1) solving the interpolation conditions 
(2.3)-(2.4). 
ALGORITHM 2.2. Suppose I, J, and K are such that (2.12) holds. 
For i= 1, n 
(1) Forj= 1 step 1 untilp 
(2) For j= 2p + 1 step 1 until m 
n+l p 
sp= c 1 cq;“f>. 
fl=l q=l 
(3) Solve (2.11) for @+I ,..., S;*JJ. 
Discussion. The exact nature of this algorithm depends on the choice of 
1, J, K, and the quadrature coefficients (cQq}. We say more about the 
choice of CI’S in Section 4. If m = 2p, then step (2) can be eliminated 
altogether. Moreover, if J and K can be chosen so that both (2.12) and 
(2.13) hold, then step (3) can be accomplished by back substitution, and 
no linear system solver is needed. In this case step (3) can be written as 
(3)’ Forj=p step -1 until 1 
m-1 
q+p = (vj+, - Vi)! jq- “/+P f?+l-k~",~-k~j~p+l ;;;"J. I 
J . J ’ 
k&J 
3. ERROR BOUNDS 
In this section we investigate how well the lacunary interpolation method 
of Section 2 performs in approximating smooth functions. In particular, we 
suppose that the data are given by 
f? = Dvjf(xi), j= l,..., p and i= l,..., n + 1, (3.1) 
where f is a smooth function. Then if s is our interpolating spline, we are 
interested in bounds on f - s and its derivatives. 
Our results here will deal with functions f taken from C”- ‘[xi, x,, 1] or 
~pOCXI,X,+li={fEc~-lCXlrX,+li:f(~)E~pcXI,X,+lij (3.2) 
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We shall measure f- s using the usual q-norms. When it comes to measur- 
ing the derivatives we have to adopt the usual convention for dealing with 
functions (such as s) which are only piecewise smooth: we define 
(3.3) 
The basis for our error analysis will be the usual Taylor expansion. Fix 
v,<a<m. IffeC-‘[xi,xi+r], then for xidx<xi+i. 
f~d~(x~=u~2f~(X-Xi)k~d+f(o~1)(~i~)(X~Xi)n~d~1 
k=d (k-4! (o-d-l)! ’ (3.4) 
where f:=fck'(Xi), k=O ,..., G- 2 and xi< tid<x. By (2.2), for 
xj6X<Xi+l, 
m-I,y;(X-xi)k-d 
dd’(X) = 1 





k=o (k-d)! ’ (3.6) 
where hi = xi+ 1 -xi. 
We intend to estimate (3.6) in terms of the modulus of continuity of 
f (O-l). The second term in (3.6) can be bounded directly in terms of 
w( f (O- ‘)a h). Clearly, the size of the first sum will depend on how accurate 
our estimates : for f r are. These will in turn depend on the accuracy of the 
quadrature formulae used in step (2) of Algorithm 2.2. 
Suppose now that the CI’S in the quadrature formula are chosen so that 
for each l<i<n, and anyfEC”-‘[x1,x,+,], 
Ch"-"/-'o(f'"-l';h)~If~-s~I, ifO<vi<a-1 
2 Is?l, ifa<vjdm- 1 (3.7) 
for j= 2p + l,..., m, where C is a constant independent of f and 
h=max 1 G iGn hi. In Section 4 below we show how to construct quadrature 
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formulae yielding this order of approximation. The hypothesis (3.7) takes 
care of the vth derivatives for v E K. The following lemma deals with the 
remaining derivatives (v E Z u J). 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose Algorithm 2.2 is designed so that (3.7) holds. Then 
for anyfEC”-‘[x1,x,+,] with v,<a<m, 
Ch"pY-lo(f("-l); h)>l f;-s;l, ifO,<vda-1 
> 1s; I, ifadv<m--1, (3.8) 
i = l,..., n, where C is a constant. 
Proof: The estimate (3.8) is trivial for v E Z as f; = s; and v ,< 0 - 1 for 
these v. The assumption (3.7) takes care of v E K. It remains to deal with 
v E J. We make use of Eq. (2.11). First we note that using (3.4) with 
x = xi + hi, the jth component of the right-hand side of (2.11) becomes 
k k kv, I r~:="~2 (fi-s;)h;- +f"- (ti)hYpl-"/ 
k = v, (k-vi)! (a- 1 -vi)! 
kdJ 
+af2f;h;-.i 'yl ++. 
;=;? (k - vj) ! --kzo-l (k-vj)! 
kCJ 
(3.9) 
Now fix 1 < I<p. We establish (3.8) for v = v~+~. By Cramer’s rule, 
(3.10) 
where D = det Ai, F= (rj ,..., rp)T, and D,(r) denotes the determinant of the 
matrix Aj with its Zth column replaced by ?. By the multi-linear nature of 
determinants, for general 2 = (g, ,..., g,) 
(3.11) 




+ y2 f ;A:- “J m-1 Sk hk-‘1 
“=,j (k-v,)! --k=;-,(k-v,)! 
ks kdJ 
(3.12) 
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We investigate the size of each of these four major terms. Using (3.7), we 
see that 
where o = o(f (UP ‘). h). Similarly, the terms in the fourth sum (except 
for k = 0 - 1) can be estimated in the same way. If 0 - 1 $ J, we may 
treat the term k=a-1 by adding and subtracting 
c,“=l C,fy-’ hp-v~P1/(a-vj- l)!. In this case we can now combine this 
expression with the second term to get O(h”- ‘-“P+‘w). Suppose now 
Q - 1 E J. We now consider three cases. 
Case 1. O<v,+, < 0 - 1. In this case, it is easy to see that all terms in 
the third sum are zero except for k = v,+~ (indeed D, will contain two iden- 
tical columns). The remaining term becomes 
f c. .fW”/ +,+, 
j= I 
’ (k-v,)! ’ ’ 
Since the second term can be estimated by adding 
-~;=lCljf~~‘hp~l~v~/(o-l-vi)!=Oandusing 
If’“-“((,)+--‘I <cw(f’“+h), 
we end up with 
I fr’+~ - s;‘+P 1= O(h”- 1 - “‘em). 
Case 2. v,+~= 0 - 1. In this case we add and subtract f;- ’ and get the 
same estimate. 
Case 3. 0 - 1 < v,+~. Here we need only estimate the second term as in 
Case 1 to obtain 
lsvl+~ I = 0(/f - “J+P- 1 w I I ). 
This completes the proof. 1 
We are ready for the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose Algorithm 2.2 is designed so that (3.7) holds. Let 
v,<o<m, and let h=max,.ign(Xi+l-x;). Then for every 
~EC-‘[x,,x,+,], andeueryoddda-1, 
C*h”-dP ‘~(j-+ “; h) 2 IIDd(f- s)ll m, ifO<d<o-1 
3 II~dSllm> if a<d<m- 1, (3.13) 
where C* is a constant. 
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Proof: Substituting (3.8) in (3.6), we obtain 
(3.14) 
for xi<x<xi+,. The result follows. 1 
To establish a similar result for functions in the class L,“[x,, x, + ,I, sup- 
pose now that the CI’S in the quadrature formulae defining Algorithm 2.2 
are chosen so that 
Ch”-q-“p Ilf’“‘llLpCJ,,> Ifi’--21, if O<vj<O-1 
2 I@l, if fs<vj<m- 1, (3.15) 
for j= 2p + l,..., m, where C is a constant independent of A and Jj is an 
interval containing xi. 
We have the following analog of Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose Algorithm 2.2 is designed so that (3.15) holds. Then 
for anyfeL,“[x,,x,+,] with v,<rrdm, 
C*h”-“-“P I/ f(")IILpCJ,12 If;-s;l, ifO<vQa-1 
2 Is!l, ifoQv<m-1, (3.16) 
i = l,..., n, where C* is a constant and J, is the interval in (3.15). 
Proof: Since f E L,“[x,, x,, 1] implies f E C”- ‘[x1, x,, 1] we may use 
the proof of Lemma 3.1 along with 
We now give the analog of Theorem 3.2 for L,” functions. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose Algorithm 2.2 is designed so that (3.15) holds. 
Let v,<a<mandlet h=maxIGiG,, (x~+~-x~). Let ldp<qdco. Thenfor 
eoery fEL;[xl,x,+l] and every O<d<o- 1, 
C*jf ~ d- I/P + I&,( f (‘=); h), a Il~“U-- s)ll,, $O<d<a-1 
2 IIDd41q7 $a<d<m-1. (3.17) 
ProojI The second term in (3.6) can be treated in the same way as the 
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similar expression was in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Then using (3.16) in 
(3.6) just as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we get 
P”U-- s)(x)1 < Chupd- l” Ilf%pC~,, (3.18) 
for xi<x<xi+r, where Ji is as in (3.15). Now taking the qth power and 
integrating over [xi, xi+ 1], we get 
i 
X’+’ ~Dd(f-~)(~)~~dx~CYh~(u-d-l’p’+l Ijf’“‘II;pcJ,,. (3.19) 
XI 
Summing over i= l,..., n and taking the qth root, we obtain 
. 
Using Jensen’s inequality (see [ 12, p. 2051) 
( i 1) f’“‘IIYL,CJ,, 1’y < i= 1 ) (. ,C’ II fT”,,,,,)“p 6 L II P’ll LpC.X,Jn+ll’ 
We conclude that 
II~d~f-~~II~IC~I,xn+,,~~*~(r-ddl’P+”q IIf “‘ILnCx,,x.+a (3.20) 
The quantity 11 f’“‘ll on the right-hand side of (3.20) can be replaced by 
o(fCb’; h) by using the K-functional in exactly the same way as in the proof 
of Theorem 6.25 in [12]. m 
4. CHOICE OF QUADRATURE FORMULAE 
Our aim in this section is to show how to construct quadrature formulae 
for estimating derivatives of smooth functions which yield error bounds of 
the type (3.7). We begin by considering the following problem. 
PROBLEM 4.1. Let x1< ... <x,+r. Let l<i<n+l, and suppose m 
and v <m are positive integers. Find {rx,};+ 1such that the quadrature for- 
mula 
n+l 
Qf= C ajf(xj) (4.1) 
j=l 
satisfies 
If’“‘(xJ-Q/-I <Ch”-‘-‘o(f’“-“;h) (4.2) 
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iffeCC”-‘[x,,x,+,] and v<c-l<m-1 and 
I@-/ < Ch--‘o(f(“-‘); h) (4.3) 
iffgC”-‘[x1,x,+,] and l<a<v. Here h=max,G,G.(xi+,-xi), and C 
should be a constant, independent off, 0, and h. 
Since w(f (O-l). h) = 0 if f is a polynomial of degree CJ - 1, in order for 
(4.2) to hold in the extreme case ~=m, we must have 
f’“‘(x,) = QJ- whenever f is a polynomial of degree m - 1. (4.4) 
This is a set of m conditions. Thus it is natural to try to find QJin the form 
(4.1), but with only m non-zero coeflicients. Since ef is to approximatef’“’ 
at xi, it is also reasonable to make uinvolve values offat points as close 
to xi as possible. 
The above considerations suggest that we try to solve Problem 4.1 by 
taking 
Q/-= c ~,f(Xi)~ (4.5) 
j= /, 
where (uj > satisfy the linear system 
/, + m -- 1 
C o(~~$~(x~)=~~)(x~), k= l,..., m, (4.6) 
j= I, 
with { 4, ,..., 4,} = { 1, (x-x;) ,..., (x-x~)‘+~}, and where 
l,=min(j: 1 dj<n-m+2 and jai-m/2). (4.7) 
The choice of lj as in (4.7) assures that the sample points in (4.5) are as 
close to centered about xi as possible. 
The system (4.6) can be written in the form 
Bcr=r, (4.8) 
wherecr=(a ,,,..., q,+,-,)T,r=~!e,,e,, is an m-vector with all zero entries 
except for a 1 in the vth position, and where B is the m x m matrix with 
B,,=(X,,+,-l-Xi)'-'. 
Clearly B is a van der Monde matrix, and hence is non-singular. Thus, 
the coefficients CI are uniquely determined. We can now give an error 
bound for the resulting quadrature formula. 
THEOREM 4.2. Given xl < , ‘. <x,,+ 1 and positive integers i, v, m with 
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l<i<n+ 1, O<v<m, let li be as in (4.7) and let cc=(c( ,,,..., ~l,,+,,_,)~ be 
the solution of (4.8). Then the quadrature formula 
/,+m- 1 
Qf= C ajf(xj) (4.9) 
j= /, 
satisfies (4.2) and (4.3). 
Proof: By Cramer’s rule, for each 1 6 c 6 m, 
o! ,,,,=(-l)“‘v!g$ (4.10) 
where B,. is the m - 1 x m - 1 matrix obtained from B by deleting the vth 
row and cth column. Now by the multilinear nature of the determinants 
det B,. = C, hm(m- ‘)I2 ~ y 
&t B = C,h”‘(” ~ ‘)12. 
We conclude that Itl[, + (‘-, 1 < C,h -“, c = l,..., m, and thus 
IlQll = sup -6 2 ILY,,+,._,~ <Cqhp”. 
ICY-l 
fGC x,.*,,+,] lf’l, c=’ 
(4.11) 
f #O 
By an extension of a result of Whitney (cf. Lemma 4.4 below), there 
exists a constant C5 depending only on m such that if f~ Cup ’ [x, , x, + , ] 
with 1 < o 6 m, then there exists a polynomial pr of degree m - 1 with 
C,h”-jp ‘o(f’“-“; h) >, I/ o’(f-pr)ll, j = 0, l,..., c - 1 
2 IID’P,lL j = o,..., m - 1. 
(4.12) 
Now let v<o-l<m-1 and supposefEC”-‘[x1,x,+,]. Then 
I f’“‘(Xi) - Qf I d I f”“(xi) -P)“‘(x;)~ + I IJ$“(x,) - QP.~I + lQ(~/-f)l. 
The second term is zero since Q is exact for polynomials of degree m - 1. 
Using (4.11) and (4.12), we get 
If’“‘(x,)-WI G I,,(“‘-$11 + IIQII Ilf-~~ll 
< C6hu-“-‘o(f(u-‘); h). 
We have established (4.2). 
Finally suppose 1 < CJ f v and f E C”- ‘[x,, x, + L 1. Then 
IQf d IQFP# + lQ~~-@“‘(xi)l + IpjYxJl. 
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As before the second term is zero, and combining (4.11) and (4.12) yields 
(4.3). I 
Our next theorem gives error bounds for the quadrature formula Q in 
(4.9) for functions in the Sobolev space L;[xr , x, + ,I. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 1 <p 6 co, and let Qr be the quadrature formula of 
Theorem 4.2 for approximating f “‘(xi). Then for all f E L;[xI, x,+ 1], Q 
satisfies 
and 
If”‘(x.)-@-I <Ch”-“p”J’~(f’“‘.h) ’ P ifvca<m (4.13) 
I@-1 Q Ch”-“-%o(f(“); h), if1 6aQv. (4.14) 
Here C is a constant independent off, o, and h, and w( .)p is the L,-modulus 
of continuity (see [12]). 
Proof The proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 4.2 but using the fact 
(cf. Lemma 4.4 below) that there exists a constant C, depending only on m 
and p such that if fe L;[x,, x,, 1] with 1 <(T dm, then there exists a 
polynomial pr of degree m with 
C, h” - l/P -io( j- ? VP 2 II o’(f -p/)ll cD9 j = o,..., 0 - 1 
>IID’pfll,, j=6 ,..., m-l. I 
(4.15) 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 1 do d m and a < b. Then there exists a constant C, 
(depending only on m) such that for all f E CO-‘[a, b], there exists a 
polynomial ps of degree m - 1 with 
C,h”-i-lw(f(“-‘); h)> IIo'(f-pr)JI, o<j<a-1 
a IID’PflL a<j<m- 1, 
(4.16) 
where h = Jb - al. Moreover, given 1 <p 6 cz3, there exists a constant C2 
(depending only on m and p) such that for all f E L;[a, b], there exists a 
polynomial pr of degree m - 1 with 




for all 1 <q< co. 
Proof This result is an extension of Theorems 3.19 and 3.20 in [ 123. It 
will suffice to sketch the changes needed in the proofs presented there. We 
consider only p = co. The case 1 <p < cc is similar. 
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Following the proofs of Theorems 2.66, 3.18, and 3.19, let 
g=f(“-lkC[a, b]. A pp ying the Whitney extension theorem let g be the 1 
extension to C[a, 2b - a] with o( 2; t) 6 Co( g; t). Now associated with 2, 
let g be the Steklov average of g of order m - cr + 1 with 
I( g - 2 (( < Co, ~ o+ r( g; h). Then it is easy to see that llo’g 11 < 
~h~(m-a+l)~~-~+,(~(i- m+apl);h) for j=O,...,m-a+l. Now the 
polynomial 
m- 0 g(j)(u)(x - uy’ 
4(x)= c j! 
j=O 
(4.18) 
satisfies llg-qJI <Cm,-,+,(g;h) and 11o’q11 ~Co,_,+,(g”-“+“~‘);h), 
j = O,..., m - 0 + 1. Applying an inequality on moduli of smoothness (cf. 
(2.119) of [12]), we get llo’q\[ <tiCo(g;h),j=O ,..., m-o. Now let 
pAx)=opu)tuMx-uY btx--a)~-22t.Y)4 
+l j! u (cr-2)! . j=O 
(4.19) 
Clearly pf is a polynomial of degree m - 1 with D”- ‘pr= q and 
#(a) =f(j)(u), j = O,..., c - 2 Then it follows that \lo’(f-p,)ll d 
h-61 II$“-l(f.-Pf)ll = h--l IIg-qqll < CA”-j-1 w(g;h) = chg-j-1 
~(f(~-‘);i), for j=O, l,... , cr - 1. This is the first part of (4.16). 
For the second part of (4.16), let 0 <j < m - 1. Then 
II D’P/ll = Ilo’- u+lDup’pfll = (I~-“+lqll. 
Now by the Markov inequality (cf. Theorem 3.3 of [12]), 
IjDi-“+lqjj <ho-‘-’ \jqjj f CA”-‘-‘o(g; A)= Ch”-j-l~(f(o-l); h). 
This completes the proof. 1 
We conclude this section with a simple but useful observation. Suppose 
Q is a quadrature formula for estimating g(y-PJ(xi) of the form 
n+l 
Qg = C Mjtxj) (4.20) 
j= 1 
such that ifgEC”-PP1[xl,x,+l], 
Ch”~“-‘o(g(“~“-‘);h)~)g(“-~)(xi)-Qgl, ifv-p<a-l 
2 IQgl, if u $ v - p. (4.21) 
Then the quadrature formula 
n+l 




can be used to estimatef”“(~~). Moreover, taking g =fcpc) in (4.20)-(4.21), 
we see that iffe C”- ‘[x, , x,, ,I, then QJ satisfies properties (4.2)-(4.3). 
5. THE CASE v,>O 
So far in this paper we have concentrated our attention on the lacunary 
interpolation Problem 1.1 defined by I= (v, ,..., vp) with v, = 0. In this sec- 
tion we consider the case where v, > 0. 
We begin by observing that when v, > 0, if Problem 1.1 has a solution, 
then it will have a whole vi-parameter family of solutions. Indeed, if s 
satisfies the interpolation conditions (1.2), then so does s +p, where p is 
any polynomial of degree v, - 1. To fix p, it is natural to add v, conditions 
to the original interpolation conditions. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A, Z, and { fF}p:,+iL, be as in Problem 1.1. In 
addition, let { f; > :I=-~’ be given real numbers. Let m > vp, and let 
(5.1) 
be the (m - v,)th order piecewise polynomial produced by Algorithm 2.2 and 
solving the interpolation problem 
DayI-pl) s(q) =f ,“‘, j = l,..., p and i = 2 ,..., n + 1 
Dl”,- “1) s(q) =f?, 
(5.2) 
j= l,..., p andi= I,..., n. 
Let 
where 
sj?l(xi)3 k = O,..., v, - 1 
Sf-vI, k = v, ,..,, m - 1 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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and 
%h) =fh k=O,..., vI - 1. 
Then S is a piecewise polynomial of order m which solves Problem 1 .l, and 
which satisfies the initial conditions 
S”‘(X,) =f ;, v = 0 )...) v , - 1. (5.5) 
Proof. Clearly S satisfies (5.5), and S’“” = s. It follows immediately that 
for all i, 
Dz S(xJ = D:- “’ s(x,) and D; S(x,) = D;- “’ s(q), j = l,..., p. 
Thus by (5.2), S solves Problem 1.1. 1 
6. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give several examples to illustrate the simplicity of the 
method. We consider solving the (0, 2) interpolation problem with 
A = {(i- l)/n};=f, using piecewise polynomials of degree 4. In this case 
I= (0, 2). There are three possibilities for the choice of the set K of 
derivatives to be estimated by a quadrature rule-we may take K to be 
{ 1 }, (3}, or (4). This leads to three different algorithms which we discuss 
in Examples 6.1-6.3 below. 
EXAMPLE 6.1 (K = (4)). To describe the algorithm it s&ices to give the 
quadrature formulae for estimating the values (~4); + ’ . Let 
$4 = (fi - 4fi + 6f3 - 4f4 +fJh4, i=l,2 
$=(fip,-4fi-, +6fi-4f;+, +fi+,)lh4, i= 3,..., n - 1 (6.1) 
s:‘=(f,-3-4f,-z+6f,-1-4f,+f,+,)lh4, i= n. 
Discussion. In choosing these quadrature formulae, we have chosen li as 
in (4.7) and determined the coefficients by solving the systems (4.6). The 
method gives up to order O(h4) accuracy. This accuracy is achieved when 
f~~L4,CO, 11. I 
EXAMPLE 6.2 (K = { 3 } ). Let 
s;=(-3f;+4f;-f:)/2h 
s: = (f :+ , -f fp, )/2h, i = 2,..., n 
(6.2) 
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@scussion. In this example we have elected to estimate the third 
derivatives by using the data on the second derivatives, rather than the 
function values f y,..., f no+ r themselves. By using the second derivatives we 
have simpler quadrature formulae involving only three data points instead 
of five. Even more local formulae could be constructed by using both thefQ 
and f y’s. This method gives accuracy up to order O(h4). 1 
EXAMPLE 6.3. (K= (1)). Let 
s;=(-25f,+48f,-36f,+16f,-3f,)/12h 
s;=(-3f,-lOf,+18f,-6f,+f,)/12h 
si’=(fi-2-8f,-l+8fi+l-fi+*)/12h, i = 3,..., n - 1 
sf,=(fn-3-6f,-2+18fn--l-lOfn-3fn+,)/l2h (6.3) 
Discussion. As in Examples 6.1 and 6.2, this method gives up to order 
accuracy 0(h4). In contrast with Example 6.2, here we must use the 
function values as we cannot estimate first derivatives in terms of second 
derivatives. 1 
7. REMARKS 
1. The methods proposed here produce piecewise polynomials of order 
m with global smoothness C”‘[x,, x, + , 1. In addition, by the construction 
the derivatives from left and right of orders v*,..., vP have been forced to 
match at each xi, i= 2,..., n. The solutions are examples of g-splines 
(cf. [12]). 
2. If it is desired to solve the lacunary interpolation problem with a 
function s which has more global smoothness, we can proceed as follows. 
Suppose we want s E P[x,, x,, r] with p > v,. Then given 
I= {VI < *.. cv,}, let I”= {v”, < ... < cj} be chosen such that ? contains 
vr, v1 + l,..., p. Now if we solve the lacunary interpolation problem 
corresponding to 7 where the missing data is supplied by using quadrature 
formulae, then the resulting g-spline solution S will belong to Cp[x, , x, + , ] 
and will also solve the original lacunary interpolation problem. 
3. The methods proposed here are completely local as compared with 
polynomial and spline methods where all parameters must be determined 
at once by solving one large linear system of equations. Another advantage 
of our g-spline methods as compared to the usual spline methods (cf. 
[2,8-10, 14, IS]) is that here there is no need to specify some kind of end 
conditions. 
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4. In Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 we have given error bounds which hold on 
the entire interval [xi, x,, 1]. S ince our methods are local, it is also 
possible to give local error bounds valid on the individual intervals 
Cx,, xi+ 11, i= L..., n. Typically, to get an error bound on [xi, xi+13 we 
would assume f is smooth on a slightly larger interval [xl,, xri] which 
includes all the points involved in the quadrature formulae used at xi. 
5. Using piecewise polynomials of order m, it is well known that there is 
a saturation phenomenon (cf. [12]) which prevents getting better than 
O(P) approximation power (except for a small saturation class), no mat- 
ter how smooth the function f being approximated may be. The methods 
constructed here achieve this optimal approximation power. 
6. The present paper extends the work of Fawzy [3-71 in several ways. 
Here we give a general construction which works for all lacunary inter- 
polation problems and all orders m, we allow arbitrarily spaced 
X1,-r X,+1, and we give error bounds for all smoothness classes C”- ’ and 
L; instead of just C”. 
7. Using Taylor expansion methods (cf. [3-73) it is possible to get 
explicit constants in the error bounds for explicit methods. 
8. The techniques introduced here could also be used to solve more 
general lacunary interpolation problems where the data being specified 
vary from point to point; i.e., we would choose Ii = {vi < .‘. < vi,) for 
i = l,..., n + 1. 
9. In Section 4 we have examined quadrature formulae of the form 
QJ= J$=+: ajf(xj). It would also be possible to design quadrature formulae 
using a mixture of values of f and its derivatives f’“*- YL),...,f(Yp- “I). 
Although the design of such formulae is more complicated, they would 
have the advantage of being more local; i.e., our estimate off(‘)(xi) would 
require data at points closer to xi. 
10. The method described here is easily programmed. We have tested a 
FORTRAN package extensively at Texas A&M. For some numerical 
results on a typical test problem, see [7]. 
11. It is not hard to show that the lacunary spline methods discussed 
here are stable in the sense that if the data are perturbed by a small 
amount, then the spline also varies only by a small amount (cf. [14]) for 
precise statements of such stability assertions. 
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